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Introduction
In An example of where SEU's occurred for the Topex/Poseidon spacecraft is given in Figure 4 , for the period 1992-1998.This spacecraft operated at an altitude of 1340km, and the total geomagnetic field contours for this altitude are shown on the figure. As is characteristic, all the places where the SEU occurred do not precisely fall within any single contour line. (There is an even closer relationship between the SEU's and the McIlwain L-parameter. Here we use the geomagnetic field contour as a simple suarrogate for the L-parameter.) In this case most SEU'soccurred where the geomagnetic field was less than about 24,000nT at this altitude.
Magnetograms from geomagnetic observatories near the individual SEU's were examined for the time when theseSEU occurred but thesemagnetograms showed no unusual behavior. The planetary Ap index was studied to seeif this index was large at the times of the SEU's,indicating distrubed conditions. Again the Ap's for those times did not differ significantly in their sta'tistical distribution from the Ap's for all time during 1992-1998. Theseobservations show SEU'sbear little relation to general disturbed conditions and must be accounted for by an individual charged particle. There were 282SEU'sin or near the SAA over this 6
year period. The record shows that there were a few per week to a few per month, depending upon the solar cycle, and this frequency seemcharacteristic of spacecraft with radiation hardened components. One of the clearestillustrations of how the radiation dose rate for humans is related to the SAA is given in paper by Badhwar (1997) and shown here in Figure 5 . Figure 6 by the number of years of change and adding that to the 1995field shown in Figure 1 
Conclusions
If The large change expected in the future geomagnetic field indicates that more exact calculations should be made of the geographical extent and intensity of this damaging radiation for the safety of future near Earth missions. To better quantify these effects geomagnetic field measurements by satellites are important to keep track of the secular variation.
The year 2100was used here to illustrate the change in the SAA with time but this change can be extrapolated to even longer times. Using this extrapolation, the low in the field strength southwest of Cape Town will be reduced to zero in the year 2240,and the SAA would cover about half of the southern hemisphere at that time. All components of the field will be zero. show where particles with a given pitch angle will mirror. The value of the equatorial pitch angle is shown next to the mirror position.
